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Test Pertemuan 1  

SSSSchool chool chool chool LibraryLibraryLibraryLibrary    

 
My school has a library. The library is situated at the corner of my 

school. It provides many kinds of reading materials. We read and borrow 
books from the libarary. 

There are many bookshelves in the library. Mr. Ahmad, the librarian, 
is very kind. He arranges books in the bookshelves. He helps us to find 
book needed in the computer. Then he shows us the books in a certain 
shelf or rack. 

There are also magazines and newspapers in the library. The 
magazines are various, such as education, health, sports, plantation, and 
many other magazines. The newspapers are also available. They are 
Singgalang, Haluan, and Padang Express. 

My school library is very clean. We are allowed to enter wearing 
shoes that we have to clean them on the door mat before entering the 
library. We put the waste or rubbish in the rubbish bin. All of us keep the 
library clean. 
Compelete the following statements based on the text!Compelete the following statements based on the text!Compelete the following statements based on the text!Compelete the following statements based on the text!    

1. The above text describes ….  
2. We read and borow books from …. 
3. Librarian, Mr. ahmad, arranges the books in the …. 
4. Magazines and … are also avilable in the library. 
5. We put rubbish in the bin so our library is very …. 

Answer the questions based the text!Answer the questions based the text!Answer the questions based the text!Answer the questions based the text!    
6. Who is the librarian? 
7. What does the library provide to visitors? 
8.  “He helps us to find book needed in the computer”. (Paragraph 2 line 5). 

What does ‘hehehehe’ refer to? 
9. What tense is mostly used in the text? 
10. What paragraph identifies the library? 
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Test Pertemuan 2 
ComputerComputerComputerComputer    

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Computer is an electronic instrument which is used to store, 
prosess and analyse the data. The computer can also be used to cope 
with mathematics, items, play games. 
 The computer usually consists of four parts: CPU standing for 
Central Prcessing Unit, monitor, keyboard and printer. 
 The CPU is as the head-quarters of the computer. It analyses and 
processes the data put into the computer. By the monitor we can see and 
read the data that we have typed. 
 The keyboard is used to provide the information and commands into 
the computer. The data is recorded or stored on diskette or flashdisk. The 
printer is needed to complete a computer unit. It is used to print data on a 
sheet of papar. 
 
Compelete the following statements based on the text!Compelete the following statements based on the text!Compelete the following statements based on the text!Compelete the following statements based on the text!    

1. The above text describes ….  
2. An electronic instrument used to store, process and analyse the 

data is called …. 
3. We can see and read the data through …. 
4. We use ... to print the data. 
5. The data is recorded on a  …. 

 
Answer the questions based the text!Answer the questions based the text!Answer the questions based the text!Answer the questions based the text!    

6. How many parts are a computer? 
7. What does CPU stand for? 
8.  “It analyses and processes the data put into the computer”. 

(Paragraph 3 line 6). 
      What does ‘ItItItIt’ refer to? 
9. What tense is mostly used in the text? 
10. What sentence does tell us the definition of an elephant? 
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Test Pertemuan 3 
Irma’s GardenIrma’s GardenIrma’s GardenIrma’s Garden    

 

 
 
 Irma has a garden around her house. The garden is very large. She 
has many flowers in the garden. The flowers are colorful. They are red, 
yellow, blue and white. Irma always waters them in the morning and in the 
afternoon. 
 There are some trees in the garden too. They are mango trees, 
papaya trees, orange trees, and ‘rambutan’ trees. Irma’s father picks up 
the fruits every Sunday. Irma and her mother usually help him. 
 There is a pond in the garden. There are many kinds of fish in the 
pond. Sometimes Irma’s father fish in the pond. 
  
Compelete the following statements based oCompelete the following statements based oCompelete the following statements based oCompelete the following statements based on the text!n the text!n the text!n the text!    

1. The above text describes Irma’s ….  
2. The flowers in the garden are  …. 
3. Irma and her … help Irma’s father to pick up the fruit. 
4. Many kinds of fish are in the …. 
5.  “The garden is very large”. The synonym of ‘large’ is …. 

 
Answer the questions basedAnswer the questions basedAnswer the questions basedAnswer the questions based    the text!the text!the text!the text!    

6. What trees are in the garden? 
7. How many colors are the flowers? 
8.  “Irma always waters them in the morning and in the afternoon”. 

(Paragraph 1 line 3). 
      What does ‘themthemthemthem’ refer to? 
9. What tense is mostly used in the text? 
10. What paragraph tells us the identification of the garden?  


